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Once again todays Gospel is a direct follow on 

from last week's Gospel from where Jesus is 

teaching his disciples about the ways to handle 

arguments and disputes in the Christian 

community.  Today we hear about the theme of 

forgiveness, something as Catholics we are 

supposed to be good at.  Peter is asking Jesus 

how often forgiveness should be extended to 

someone.  Jesus’ answer probably took Peter by 

surprise – forgiveness should be offered 77 times.   

What is important to remember here is not the 

number 77 but the meaning behind it.  

Forgiveness is not something that is measured by 

how many times you do it, it is measured by the 

fact that you do it and mean it sincerely from the 

heart.  It is through the short parable that we can 

come to terms with the depths of Gods mercy 

which is shown to us.   

The king in the parable decides to settle his 

accounts with his servants.  One of these servants 

owes a considerable amount of money.  It seems 

that the servant is not going to be able to pay the 

king back and so pleads for some more time to 

settle the debt.  The king is moved with 

compassion and so agrees and forgives him the 

debt.  Now the servant who has been given more 

time sees another servant who owes him money 

and asks for it.  There is no compassion shown 

here and he forgets the gratitude he has been 

shown by the king and instead of giving him more 

time he throws him into prison.  The king finds 

out about this and punishes the servant who 

chose not to show forgiveness and compassion 

that he himself had been shown.   

Of course, like all of Jesus’ parables and allegories 

there is a meaning for us today.  Firstly, though it 

is important to ask ourselves a simple question – 

What is my immediate response to hearing that 

parable? 

The response could be one of knowing that I have 

done that myself, I have been the one who was 

forgiven a debt but could not bring myself to 

forgive another in the same situation.  

Forgiveness is what we are called to.  It is a 

fundamental part of our faith, of who we are as 

Christians.  To forgive is something that is not 

always straightforward, the hurt and pain can 

sometimes cause us to hold on to it but it is 

through our faith that we can come to terms with 

what the offence was and try to forgive from the 

heart.  We must want to want to forgive, if we do 

not the hurt, the pain can lead us to become 

bitter, to look upon that person and indeed 

others with a sense of untrustworthiness.  If Jesus 

being truly human can forgive the people who 

put him on a cross to die a painful death, then 

forgiveness is something that each must practice 

in our lives. 

Hopefully, all of us know what it is like to be 

forgiven by someone we have hurt; it brings relief 

and a sense of peace.  Humanity can be very 

selfish, always looking out for one's self.  The 

message in today's Gospel is not about how many 

times we forgive.  The message is always about 

being able to forgive another will not only bring 

peace to them, but it will also transform our own 

life.  We will become more considerate and 

understanding of those around us.  If we accept 

and hold onto the mercy that God gives us freely 

and unending whilst not showing mercy to 

others, we run the risk of not understanding 

God’s mercy and how mercy is needed in our 

lives.  The effects of Gods mercy will simply pass 

us by. 

 



The psalmist today said, ‘The Lord is compassion 

and love slow to anger and rich in mercy’.  May 

we find in our lives the will to forgive not because 

we must but because we want to.  May the mercy 

we receive in our lives from God and the 

Sacrament of Reconciliation where we receive 

that mercy guide us to be better people. 

 

 


